OMV LNG Mobility
The eco-friendly alternative to heavy goods traffic

LNG (liquefied natural gas) is gas that has been cooled down to -162 °C. Compared to diesel, it offers you many advantages in terms of efficiency, environmental performance and profitability. It is the time now to secure your competitive advantage for the future.

Your challenge
The competition in heavy goods traffic confronts you with ever-growing cost pressure and other challenges. Legal CO₂ measures, urban driving bans due to road traffic noise and increasing environmental awareness in our society are urging you to reconcile economic and ecological aspects.

Our solution
We utilize the eco-friendly fuel LNG to counteract precisely these problems and, as a result, boost your competitiveness. LNG is more cost-effective than diesel and, in combination with current tax benefits, lowers your Total Cost of Ownership. And since LNG trucks are low-noise vehicles, they are exempt from driving bans.

Your benefits at a glance
- Lower fuel expenditures reduce your overall costs and ensure greater financial security while keeping the same range and driving characteristics
- Easy and fast refueling for a speedy continuation of your route
- With the OMV Card with ROUTEX function, LNG refueling is both safe and cash-free – including all additional benefits and services
- LNG as an eco-friendly fuel (compared to diesel):
  - 15% less CO₂ emissions
  - 50% less noise generation
  - Minimal fine-dust emissions

We offer

Competitive conditions
Early-bird customer benefits: We guarantee you a minimum price difference to diesel for several years as one of the first customers with a capacity guarantee for our filling stations.

Supply Security
As a strong and reliable partner, we guarantee your supply even in the event of unforeseeable delivery bottlenecks. We are building LNG filling stations along the highway network, connecting Austria with the existing LNG infrastructure in Europe.

Easy to do business with
We are taking care of your EU subsidy application for your purchased LNG trucks. The resulting financial advantages we pass on directly to you.

Quality products
Put your trust in the sophisticated and reliable product technology behind OMV’s powerful LNG fuel.
The fuel of the future

Trucks and buses can cover more than 1,500 km with LNG running on lower operating costs than with diesel. Renowned manufacturers such as **Iveco, Scania** and **Volvo** consider LNG a perfect and already matured technology to immediately start reducing CO₂ emissions. An LNG truck pays off – even without subsidies. You will furthermore benefit from the regulatory environment, such as toll exemption in Germany.

Cost example

![Cost example diagram](image)

Consumption per 100 km: Ø30 liters of diesel, Ø23 kg of LNG (experience value, depending on the driving profile, load, etc.)

Calculation based on cost situation in June 2019 for Iveco’s Stralis Natural Power.

Traveling across Europe with LNG – refuel LNG on 217 filling stations already

The number of LNG filling stations is growing every year: Every EU member state is obliged to build and provide LNG infrastructure on strategic routes.